The Multidisciplinary Studies degree builds on the liberal arts and is designed to meet the needs of students who desire greater breadth in their curriculum than the typical degree allows. By combining coursework from over a dozen Arts and Sciences humanities and social sciences disciplines, students who pursue this degree may achieve unique academic and career goals.

**MAJORS**

- Multidisciplinary Studies, BA
- Multidisciplinary Studies, BS
- Multidisciplinary Studies: Business Essentials, BA
- Multidisciplinary Studies: Business Essentials, BS
- Multidisciplinary Studies: Pre-Law, BA
- Multidisciplinary Studies: Pre-Law, BS

**PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS**

- Faculty spread across 13 departments with research in American Politics, Unmanned Aerial Systems, Acting and Medieval Literature.
- Opportunity to choose two areas of concentration, one within the College of Arts and Sciences and a second from an OSU major of your choosing.
- A liberal education cultivates key skills that are valuable for individual development and good citizenship.

**CONTACT CAS**

Oklahoma State University
108 Life Sciences East, Stillwater, OK 74078
405-744-4968 (4YOU) | cas.okstate.edu

#CAScowboys @okstatecas
Multidisciplinary Studies

POTENTIAL CAREERS
- Social Services
- Healthcare
- Sales & Marketing
- Telecommunications
- Human Resources

COURSES TO LOOK FOR
This flexible degree program allows courses from across the university and online.

RESEARCH AND OPPORTUNITIES
- Support for internships
- Career advising
- Study Abroad opportunities
- CAS student clubs and organizations

STUDENT INTERNSHIPS
- Working with our Career Service advisors, you have numerous opportunities for internships in a non-profit organization, a government office, or a private/public for profit business. The placement may be paid or unpaid, and/or count for academic credit.
- ONA Digital Projects Intern for Oklahoma Oral History Research Program
  - Stillwater, OK

GET INVOLVED
Stay active on campus while making lifelong friends.
Get involved with groups, such as:
- CAS Student Council
- CAS Ambassadors
- Gamers of OSU
- Quiz Bowl Team

SCHOLARSHIPS
Many scholarships are available for prospective freshmen, transfer students, current students and continuing students. For more scholarship information, please visit cas.okstate.edu/scholarships
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